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Abstract
How do we enlarge the space of the possible to encourage our students to notice the educational, social, economic, communal, and political scripts that perform us? Academic performance imagines new ways of performing research. Conventional academic performances have been interrupted. Be aware. We can never take for granted the performance that is us. I want to be awakened to the gaps and absences in the performances that our students offer us, as we create space for them to perform in our classrooms, on school stages, in our hearts. How might performance become an action site of resistance, of resolution, of advocacy, of invitation, of renewal?

In the midst of winter, I found within me an invincible summer. (Albert Camus)

Last Thursday, I followed a forest trail in Pacific Spirit Park to my writing class that I am auditing this winter. Karen Meyer is teaching the course, one she created years ago. This trail is familiar and unfamiliar. In the 13 years since I last taught at the University of British Columbia, deciduous trees have edged closer along the path, edging out the light. The girths of the redwoods have widened. Time weighs on the arcing snow-covered branches overhead.

My boots sink into snow.

As I walk, I compose the commentary that you are now reading. I practice openings, sounding words raw into the cold air.

How might I speak to the role of performances in educational practices?

I want to share with you all those who have reimagined the performance of scholarship, research, and teaching in ways that resonate with me. I want to introduce you to those whose words, teachings, actions have touched me; those who gave me permission to be who I am, as a scholar, an educator, a writer.

I remember Carl Leggo reading from Growing up perpendicular on the side of the hill. His voice rides the bumps and flights of images as wildly as the boy sliding on his toboggan in his poem. I confess to Carl that I had made a mistake, I had registered into two 601 seminars. He tells me there are no mistakes.

I remember Patrick Verriour, my thesis supervisor, leading a drama class. He asks us to position ourselves in relationship to an empty chair to illustrate high or low status. Standing behind the chair, I imagine myself to be a guard, protecting the king. The student standing on guard next to me is contemplating treason.

I remember Karen Meyer, whose class I am now trudging towards, she a science educator, and I, newly arrived in my graduate program. We dream new possible ways of teaching science through drama.
I remember our play, *Light Sound Movin’ Around: What are Monsters Made of?* written by our students, which they performed for the elementary school children who walked up to the university in Jackson Pollack splashes of boots, raincoats, and umbrellas. The play features a six-foot tall pink bunny named Einstein who spouts scientific definitions of concepts he doesn’t understand, and Wendy, a 10-year-old girl who puts into action the science of shadows to defeat the Monster. “I’m glad this play is about science,” is overheard by one of our cast, words whispered by one young audience member to another.

And I remember the drama students in London, Ontario, with whom I worked to create a reader’s theatre piece for the London International Children’s Festival. Hundreds of children created masks of animals and birds, on picnic tables in the sunshine, and then slipped into the belly of the Story Dragon to perform, roaring and squawking the play into life.

Light fades, as afternoon falls into dusk. I check my watch and then lengthen my stride. I have forgotten the time required to walk the distance between home and the university. Shadows darken the path. I quicken my pace.

I want to rant and rage. The only light switch in my newly renovated classroom is outside the door. “Black out!” I shout, and students close their eyes. “Lights” I cry when the group is assembled and ready to begin their scene. Eyes open and close on my command. I am currently in negotiation for theatre lights. The black theatre curtains, dry cleaned and ready, will be hung back up on their hooks. All we need for theatre to exist, argues Peter Brook, is an empty space, someone to walk across, and someone to witness.

I am troubled. Arts programs, arts specialists, those of us who love the arts are an endangered species, disappearing as budgets tighten. Time and priorities shift. Does the burden fall upon artists and arts educators once again to prove the value of the arts?

I want to celebrate. I applaud educators and scholars who engage in arts-based research and its many forms and practices such as a/r/tography, poetic inquiry, performative inquiry, mixed visual arts media inquiry. Meghan Parker, an arts educator in a North Vancouver school, graduates with a nonfiction comic book thesis for her master’s degree. Academic performance imagines new possible templates, new ways of performing research. Conventional academic performances have been temporarily (permanently?) interrupted. Be aware. Resistance to our free play in the academy lurks in the shadows. We can never take for granted the performance that is us. Stay tuned.

I want to be awakened to the gaps and absences in the performances that our students offer us, as we create space for them to perform in our classrooms, on school stages, in our hearts. How might performance become an action site of resistance, of resolution, of advocacy, of invitation, of renewal? How do we enlarge the space of the possible to encourage our students to notice the educational, social, economic, communal, political scripts that perform us? And invite our students into performance so that we might hear their voices, their ideas, their passions, their concerns? Performance as creative action and offering invites us into shared vulnerability and creativity, as we enter into play to see what arrives. What is lost when we fail to invite our students into play? When we fail to play ourselves?
How might we learn to recognize and disrupt the scripts that perform us?

Madeleine Grumet\(^1\) whispers, “Tread lightly, oh so lightly.” And as the snow yields beneath my boots, I lighten my step.

Ghosts whisper in my ear as I lay down a path in walking. My grade one teacher, Mrs. Gorie, hands me the role of Miss-Polly-Put-the-Kettle-On for my first Christmas play. I fall in love with the boy playing the Mad Hatter, four grades ahead. In grade four, Mrs. Mayville announces that our play’s leading actress, a girl in grade five, has the chicken pox. I am chosen and experience my first stage kiss. In grade seven, Miss Owen directs a 13-year-old Hamlet, awkwardly brandishing a cardboard sword, my braces glinting in the stage lights. So, not surprisingly, I fall in love with theatre, fail epically, and turn to education.

I learn to be a learner in the presence of children.

A child’s tug on the sleeve. I am working with a grade two class to improvise the first scene of our play, Jack and Jill and the Beanstalk. Jill is Jack’s sister. One of the grade two students balks. He doesn’t want to be the cow.

“But you can be any kind of cow you want!” I assure him.
“Any type of cow?” I nod. He grins.
Light enters the dark corners of his resistance.
“I’ll be a cow who plays hockey in the NHL. I’ll bring my hockey net, and helmet and goalie stick…”

A cow in the NHL?
How to respond to this child?
I hesitate.
To say no would reinforce that I as director, have full authority.
My script is what matters. There is no cow in the NHL.

To say yes welcomes a child’s imagination, passion, curiosity into play. Children bring forth new possible worlds for us to embrace…or refuse.

The children eye me speculatively. Whose performance is being judged?

Brazilian educator, Paulo Freire encourages educators to recognize the expertise of lived experience. I look at the faces of my students, outside of school, they live their expertise.

Vancouver artist, Patty Fraser encourages community artists to listen to what is present in the room. I struggle to listen beyond my own doubts.

And philosopher, Hannah Arendt asks, Who are you?

Who will you choose to become in the presence of this child?

Tread gently.

Performance is not a tool, nor strategy, nor output, nor process, nor product.
Not walls of cement, but…the melodies of your temperatures.

Think of performance as verb and noun, creative action and offering. We perform and are performed by the environments and contexts within which we dwell. The arts invite us to perform ourselves into presence through a communal journey of inquiry, curiosity, resistance, (com)promise, and creativity. Performance calls attention to what or who is absent in the scripts that perform our lives.

Performance simultaneously offers and expresses who we are, who we might become, what matters, how we wish to engage in the world. Our actions are shaped by and shape the forms within which we engage. Just as a waterfall is shaped by the fall of water on rocks, so, over time, water carves its presence in the rocks. Performance shakes us awake like tremors in the earth, interruptions unsettle, disrupt, alarm, awaken.

We perform our presence in the presence of others, and in so doing, invite new possible worlds into being. Performance is an offering. A gift.

Hannah Arendt asks of educators if they love children enough to invite them into the world’s renewal. Performance matters. How we perform and are performed requires scrutiny, a practice of noticing. Do not, as Maxine Greene, echoing Thoreau of Walden Pond, warns educators, sleepwalk through your life.

Performance reveals who we are, the choices we make, the context that informs us. Performance witnesses our fragilities, our willingness to risk, our failure to engage, our gestures of invitation. Performance in educational practices invites students to be creators, dreamers, makers, revolutionists. Through performance, educators may offer students opportunities to bring their voice into the conversation in ways that will enlarge the space of the possible, to express what matters, to imagine what has not yet been imagined.

Listen. Performance embodies the heartbeat of our lives, our struggles, our joys, our being impossibly regretfully human. The ephemeral temporality of performance speaks to our human condition. Performance calls us to remember our responsibility for the nonhuman, for each other, for our environment. Performance has the potential to nurture and give voice to how we might perform as citizens in today’s world, and how our children may create and perform tomorrow’s future.

Here is an offering. A performance. Created in the midst of winter by four women in my performative inquiry course. They disappeared around a corner in the corridor to create and perform a scene about exile, leaving home…. acceptance. I have called them back into the classroom. “Black Out!” Pause. “Lights!”

Lit by fluorescent lights, a woman sinks to her knees on the floor. Her head, shoulders, upper body are enveloped under a multicolored scarf. She sings in a language I do not recognize. A second woman dances, she embraces pain, she becomes flight. Another arrives, gestures towards the singing woman, then speaks directly to us, in a language I cannot translate, but I understand every word. There is urgency in her voice. Something must be done. And a fourth woman raps, anger interweaving the urgency of the third woman, the troubled gestures of the dancer, and the unfolding melodies of the first woman, who sings throughout, like the calling of a river. Witnesses, we are held in the tension of the unfolding scene.
And then, audience and performers, we arrive in silence. A lingering note holds the moment. The walls in the room have disappeared. *This too is possible.*

I leave the woods. I cross the campus and walk up well-worn steps into the Education Building, stomping snow off my boots as I cross the threshold into Karen’s classroom. I arrive into community. Six of us—two professors and four graduate students—have come down the mountain, by car, bus, walking, to be here.

I am curious. How will Karen perform this class where we will be invited to interrupt the performance that is conventional academic writing? How might we understand performance in educational contexts? What is to be learned?

Karen welcomes us. She reads aloud from a children’s story that she is writing. We lean into her words, as a new possible world is imagined into being. Here, in this moment, we encounter the performance that is education. A pedagogical invitation to shared vulnerability, imagination, curiosity. And as I listen, I awaken to the offering that is performance, as *each moment, a child of duration*, unfolds in our presence.

**Note**

1. Madeleine Grumet’s invitation to “tread lightly, oh so lightly,” was made during her presentation at the University of British Columbia in the mid-late 1990s.
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